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Claims (Chapter 9)
• Claims define “the invention” described in a 

patent or patent application
• Example:

A method of electronically distributing a class via distance 
education comprising:
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initiating a class session for a plurality of students on a server;
receiving a plurality of signin requests for the class session, a 

particular signing request of the plurality of signing requests 
associated with a particular student of the plurality of students 
and received from a particular computing device associated 
with the particular user; and

broadcasting video for the class session from the server to a 
plurality of computing devices, the plurality of computing 
devices including the particular computing device.

Claim Contribution and 
Meaning

• “Claims should reflect a careful 
analysis of the inventor’s contribution 
to the technical arts, as well as a 
foresighted prediction of how others 
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might employ the invention and what 
prior art, not yet known, might exist.

• Definiteness Requirement - each 
claim should have a well-defined 
meaning for those of skill in the art.

§112 – Statutory Basis
[2] The specification shall conclude with 

one or more claims particularly 
pointing out and distinctly claiming the 
subject matter which the applicant 
regards as his invention
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regards as his invention.

§112 – Statutory Basis
[3] A claim may be written in 

independent or, if the nature of the 
case admits, in dependent or multiple 
dependent form. 
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§112 – Statutory Basis
[4] Subject to the following paragraph, a 

claim in dependent form shall contain 
a reference to a claim previously set 
forth and then specify a further 
limitation of the subject matter
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limitation of the subject matter 
claimed. A claim in dependent form 
shall be construed to incorporate by 
reference all the limitations of the 
claim to which it refers. 

§112 – Statutory Basis
[5] A claim in multiple dependent form shall 

contain a reference, in the alternative only, 
to more than one claim previously set forth 
and then specify a further limitation of the 
subject matter claimed. A multiple 
dependent claim shall not ser e as a basis
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dependent claim shall not serve as a basis 
for any other multiple dependent claim. A 
multiple dependent claim shall be 
construed to incorporate by reference all 
the limitations of the particular claim in 
relation to which it is being considered. 
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§112 – Statutory Basis
[6] An element in a claim for a 

combination may be expressed as a 
means or step for performing a 
specified function without the recital of 
structure material or acts in support
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structure, material, or acts in support 
thereof, and such claim shall be 
construed to cover the corresponding 
structure, material, or acts described 
in the specification and equivalents 
thereof

Claim Style
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Ex Parte Fressola

• Procedural Background
• Factual Background
• Issue:
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– Does an “omnibus” claim satisfy Section 
112 ¶ 2?

Ex Parte Fressola
• “The claims measure the scope of the 

protected patent right and ‘must comply 
accurately and precisely with the statutory 
requirements.’”

• “Claims in utility applications that define the 
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invention entirely by reference to the 
specification and/or drawings, so-called 
“omnibus” or “formal” claims, while perhaps 
once accepted in American patent practice, 
are properly rejected under Section 112 ¶ 2 
as failing to particularly point out and 
distinctly claim the invention.”

Ex Parte Fressola
• “Modern claim practice requires that the 

claims stand alone to define the invention.  
Incorporation into the claims by express 
reference to the specification and/or 
drawings is not permitted except in very
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drawings is not permitted except in very 
limited circumstances.”

• “Modern claim interpretation requires that 
the claims particularly point out and 
distinctly claim the invention without 
reading in limitations from the 
specification.”

Ex Parte Fressola
• “The conversion from the central definition 

to the peripheral definition was due to the 
more rigorous requirements for the claim to 
stand alone to define the invention and the 
refusal of the courts to expand the scope of
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refusal of the courts to expand the scope of 
the claims beyond their literal terms. … 
Modern claim interpretation requires that 
the claims particularly point out and 
distinctly claim the invention without 
reading in limitations from the 
specification.”
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Ex Parte Fressola
• “The mere reference to the body of the 

specification by the terms ‘substantially in 
the manner described’ is not ‘particularly’ 
pointing out and ‘distinctly’ claiming the 
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alleged invention, and therefore does not 
comply with the requirements of the 
statute.”

• “The description includes large quantities 
of extraneous matter … which obscures 
the … claim boundaries…”

Ex Parte Fressola
• Ruling

– The Board affirmed the examiner’s final 
rejection of claim 42 that claim 42 is indefinite 
and fails to particularly point out and distinctly 
claim what applicant regards as his invention as 
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required by Section 112 ¶ 2.
• Holding

– “… [An] omnibus claim does not satisfy Section 
112 ¶ 2 because the claim does not itself define 
the invention, but relies on external material.”

• Dicta

Additional Notes on Claims
• “… [C]laims are to be read in light of the 

specification.”
• “… a patent claim [must] be composed as 

a single English sentence.”
• “… the narrower the claim, the greater the
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… the narrower the claim, the greater the 
likelihood that such a claim will withstand a 
defense of invalidity.”

• “… the patentee also wants the broadest 
claim possible in order to have the 
possibility of reaching as many competitors 
as possible.”

Elemental Claim Structure

Three basic parts of a claim:
1) A preamble
2) A transition phrase
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3) A body

Preamble of a Claim

18

The Preamble

• “Immediately stated at the beginning 
of the claim is the object of the 
sentence, e.g., ‘A method of making 
coffee ’ The introduction
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coffee … The introduction 
(‘preamble’) may or may not 
constitute a limitation to the scope of 
the claim.”
“… a preamble is a limitation if it gives 
‘meaning to the claim’ …”
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Catalina Marketing International v. 
CoolSavings.com, Inc.

• Procedural Background
• Factual Background
• Issue:
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– Does the language used in the preamble 
limit the scope of the claims?

Catalina Marketing International v. 
CoolSavings.com, Inc.

• What is the invention?
– Distribution system for discount coupons

• What is the preamble of the claim at 
issue?
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issue?
– A systen [sic] for controlling the selection 

and dispensing of product coupons at a 
plurality of remote terminals located at 
predesignated sites such as consumer 
stores wherein each terminal comprises:

Catalina Marketing International v. 
CoolSavings.com, Inc.

• What is the accused infringer doing?
– Web-based coupon system to monitor 

and control the distribution of coupons 
from its website
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– Users browse the website for coupons
– Users select and print coupons for in-

store redemption

Catalina Marketing International v. 
CoolSavings.com, Inc.

“Whether to treat a preamble as a limitation 
is a determination ‘resolved only on review 
of the entire[] … patent to gain an 
understanding of what the inventors 
actually invented and intended to
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actually invented and intended to 
encompass by the claim.’ …

Catalina Marketing International v. 
CoolSavings.com, Inc.

“In general, a preamble limits the invention 
if it recites essential structure or steps, or if 
it is ‘necessary to give life, meaning, and 
vitality’ to the claim.  … Conversely, a 
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preamble is not limiting ‘where a patentee 
defines a structurally complete invention in 
the claim body and uses the preamble only 
to state a purpose or intended use for the 
invention.’”

Catalina Marketing International v. 
CoolSavings.com, Inc.

• Indications that the preamble may limit 
claim scope
– Jepson preamble
– “… dependence on a particular disputed 
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preamble phrase for antecedent basis...”
– “… when reciting additional structure or steps 

underscored as important by the specification”
– “clear reliance on the preamble during 

prosecution to distinguish the claimed invention 
from the prior art…”
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Catalina Marketing International v. 
CoolSavings.com, Inc.

• Indications that the preamble may not 
limit the claim scope
– Claim body describes a structurally 

complete invention
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complete invention
– Preamble extols benefits or features 

(unless reliance on those features as 
being patentably significant and/or to 
distinguish prior art)

– Describes use of the invention

Catalina Marketing International v. 
CoolSavings.com, Inc.

What did the Applicants do in this 
case?

27

Catalina Marketing International v. 
CoolSavings.com, Inc.

• Ruling
• Holding

– Where the applicant did not rely on the 
preamble to define its invention to
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preamble to define its invention, to 
understand the limitations of the claim 
body or to distinguish over prior art, the 
preamble will not be construed as a 
limitation.

• Dicta

Current Preamble Practice
• Many companies now do not wish to 

include extraneous words in the 
preamble for fear of having the 
preamble being used to limit the 
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invention.
• For example:

– An apparatus comprising:
– A method comprising:
– A system comprising:

Computerized Method

• Will a patent claim directed to a 
computerized method be infringed if 
one of the steps, under a specific 
condition described in the claim is

30

condition described in the claim, is 
performed manually?

Transition of a Claim

31
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The Transition

• A claim normally has one or more 
elements or steps which follow the 
introductory object and any function 
prepositional statement Joining
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prepositional statement.  Joining 
these elements is a transition phrase 
which [ ] tells the reader that the claim 
is “open” or “closed” to additional 
elements”

The Open Transition

“The Open Transition (‘comprising’): 
The use of the term ‘comprising’ 
captures technologies with all the 
elements described in the body of the
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elements described in the body of the 
claim; whether the technology has 
additional elements is irrelevant.  
Thus, if a claim recites elements ‘A’ 
and ‘B’, a device with ‘A’, ‘B’ and 
others is an infringement.”

The Open Transition
An apparatus comprising:
A;
B; and
C

34

C
• Does:

– A, B, & C infringe?
– B, C, & D infringe?
– A’, B, & C infringe?
– A, B, C, & D infringe?

The Closed Transition

“The Closed Transition (‘consisting 
of’): In contrast, a claim which 
employs the term ‘consisting of’ is 
‘closed’ to additional ingredients
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closed  to additional ingredients.  
Infringement can occur only when the 
accused technology has exactly the 
same elements recited in the claim-no 
more or no less.”

The Closed Transition
A method consisting of:
A;
B; and
C

36

C
• Does:

– A, B, & C infringe?
– B, C, & D infringe?
– A’, B, & C infringe?
– A, B, C, & D infringe?

The Hybrid Transition

“The Hybrid Transition (‘consisting 
essentially of’): … This terminology 
renders the claim “open” to include 
additional elements that do not

37

additional elements that do not 
materially affect the basic and novel 
characteristics of the claimed 
combination.”
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The Hybrid Transition
A composition of matter consisting essentially 

of:
A;
B; and

38

C
• Does:

– A, B, & C infringe?
– B, C, & D infringe?
– A’, B, & C infringe?
– A, B, C, & D infringe?

Body of a Claim

39

The Body
Relation of Elements
• “The body of the claim provides the 

elements of the invention, as well as 
how these elements cooperate either 

40

p
structurally or functionally.”

• “The drafter should also indicate how 
[each] element interacts with the 
[other elements] to form an operative 
technology …”

The Body
Element Introduction
• “Elements of an invention are ordinarily 

introduced with indefinite article, such as ‘a’ 
or ‘an,’ as well as terms such as ‘one,’ 
‘several,’ or ‘a plurality of.’  When that 

41
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element is noted later in the claim, claims 
drafters ordinarily employ the definite 
article ‘the’ or the term ‘said.’”

• “If an element appearing for the first time is 
accompanied by ‘the’ or ‘said,’ then it will 
ordinarily be rejected by an examiner as 
lacking so-called ‘antecedent basis.’”

The Body
Element Introduction Example
• An apparatus comprising:

a first module to receive a video signal from a 
source;
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a second module to access the video signal from 
the first module and encode transitioning data 
into one or more frames of the video signal; and

a third module to broadcast the video to the 
plurality of display devices.

• What’s wrong with this claim?

Listing Elements Separately

• What is the implication if elements in 
the body of a claim are listed 
separately?

43
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Dependent Claims

• “Section 112, paragraphs 3-5 allow 
the use of so-called ‘dependent’ 
patent claims.  The statute mandates 
that dependent claims recite an

44

that dependent claims recite an 
earlier claim and provide additional 
limitations.”

• “a patentee is free to be his or her 
own lexicographer…”

Dependent Claim Examples
• The method of claim 5, further comprising:

selecting a personal digital assistant (PDA) 
as the hand-held device.

• The apparatus of claim 3, wherein the 
i f th fi d t i

45

processor is further configured to receive 
the video signal from a signal source.

• The system of claim 1, further comprising:
an output device for providing at least one 

of an audio signal or a video signal to a 
hand-held device.

Product by Process

46

Product by Process Claims

• When an invention can be described 
in no other way besides the way of 
making a product (i.e., structural 
characteristics cannot adequately
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characteristics cannot adequately 
describe the invention)

• Defines the product by the process of 
making it

Product by Process Claim 
Example

• A diamond-bearing material prepared 
by a process comprising the steps of
– detonating a charge consisting 

essentially of a carbon-containing
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essentially of a carbon containing 
explosive having a negative oxygen 
balance to form a detonation product; 
and

– cooling the detonation product at a rate 
of about 200 to 6,000 degrees/minute.

Product by Process Claim 
Scope of Protection

• The product may not be limited by the 
described process.

• However, consider Atlantic 
Thermoplastics Co Inc v Faytex

49

Thermoplastics Co. Inc. v. Faytex 
Corp.
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Atlantic Thermoplastics Co. Inc. v. 
Faytex Corp.

• “The PTO’s treatment of product-by-
process claims as a product claim for 
patentability is consistent with policies 
giving claims their broadest
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giving claims their broadest 
reasonable interpretation.”

Atlantic Thermoplastics Co. Inc. v. 
Faytex Corp.

• “This court has repeatedly stated that 
infringement requires the presence of 
every claim limitation or its equivalent 

Thus ignoring the claim limits of a
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… Thus, ignoring the claim limits of a 
product-by-process claim would clash 
directly with basic patent principles 
enunciated by the Supreme Court and 
this court.”

Means-Plus-Function Claim 
Elements

52

Means-Plus-Function Format
• Claiming an element in its functional terms
• Used with a combination of elements
• Means for performing a specified function
• Does not recite the structure material or

53

• Does not recite the structure, material or 
acts disclosed in the specification

• Used where the description of the structure 
or acts might be difficult to articulate in a 
claim

Means-Plus-Function Format

“It requires the applicant to describe 
in the patent specification the various 
structures that the inventor expects to 
perform the specified function The
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perform the specified function.  The 
statute then expressly confines 
coverage of the functional claim 
language to ‘corresponding structure, 
material, or acts described in the 
specification and equivalents thereof.”

Al-Site Corp. v. VSI International, 
Inc.

• Procedural Background
• Factual Background
• Issue:

55

– How is means-plus-function claim 
language interpreted?
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Al-Site Corp. v. VSI International, 
Inc.

“Section 112, P 6 recites a mandatory 
procedure for interpreting the meaning of a 
means-or step-plus-function claim element.  
These claim limitations ‘shall be construed 
to cover the corresponding structure, 
material or acts described in the
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material, or acts described in the 
specification and equivalents thereof.’  
Thus, § 112 P 6 procedures restrict a 
function claim element’s ‘broad literal 
language … to those means that are 
equivalent to the actual means shown in 
the patent specification.’”

Al-Site Corp. v. VSI International, 
Inc.

• “…[I]f the words “means” appears in 
the claim element in combination with 
a function, it is presumed to be a 
means-plus-function element to which
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means plus function element to which 
§112 P6 applies.”

• However:
– Must not recite sufficient structural 

limitations

Al-Site Corp. v. VSI International, 
Inc.

• “… [A] structural equivalent under 
§112 must have been available at the 
time of the issuance of the claim.  … 
An equivalent structure or act under
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An equivalent structure or act under 
§112 cannot embrace technology 
developed after the issuance of the 
patent…”

• After rising equivalents – doctrine of 
equivalents

Al-Site Corp. v. VSI International, 
Inc.

• Ruling
• Holding

– Claim language is interpreted as means-
plus function language when the claim
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plus- function language when the claim 
has “means for” or when “it is apparent 
that the element invokes purely 
functional terms”.

• Dicta

Aristocrat Technologies Australia Pty Ltd. 
v. International Game Technology

• Invention
– An electronic slot machine that allows a 

player to select winning combinations of 
symbol positions

60
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Aristocrat Technologies Australia Pty Ltd. 
v. International Game Technology

• Patent was found invalid for 
indefiniteness

• Key question of the case involves use 
of the term game control means

61

of the term game control means
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Aristocrat Technologies Australia Pty Ltd. 
v. International Game Technology

• “[T]he scope of that claim limitation 
had to be defined by the structure 
disclosed in the specification plus any 
equivalents of that structure; in the 

62

absence of structure disclosed in the 
specification to perform those 
functions, the claim limitation would 
lack specificity, rendering the claims 
as a whole invalid for indefiniteness 
under 35 U.S.C. 112 P 2.”

Aristocrat Technologies Australia Pty Ltd. 
v. International Game Technology

• “[T]his court has consistently required 
that the structure disclosed in the 
specification be more than simply a 
general purpose computer or
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general purpose computer or 
microprocessor.”

• Purpose – to avoid purely functional 
claiming

Aristocrat Technologies Australia Pty Ltd. 
v. International Game Technology

• “[S]imply disclosing a computer as the 
structure designated to perform a 
particular function does not limit the 
scope of the claim to ‘the
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scope of the claim to the 
corresponding structure, material or 
acts’ that perform the function as 
required by section 112 paragraph 6.”

Aristocrat Technologies Australia Pty Ltd. 
v. International Game Technology

• “[A] general purpose computer 
programmed to carry out a particular 
algorithm creates a ‘new machine’ 
because a general purpose computer
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because a general purpose computer 
‘in effect becomes a special purpose 
computer once it is programmed to 
perform particular functions pursuant 
to instructions from program 
software.”

Aristocrat Technologies Australia Pty Ltd. 
v. International Game Technology

• Court analysis
– “The described language simply 

describes the function to be performed, 
not the algorithm by which it is 

f d ”
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performed.”
– “[T]he equation is not an algorithm that 

describes how the function is performed, 
but is merely a mathematical expression 
that describes the outcome of 
performing the function.”

Aristocrat Technologies Australia Pty Ltd. 
v. International Game Technology

• What should/could Aristocrat have 
done?
– Disclosed the algorithm 

Avoided using means plus function

67

– Avoided using means-plus-function 
format for claim element
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Jepson/Two-Part Claims

68

Jepson Claim

• Defines an invention in two parts:
– A preamble which recites the admitted 

prior art,
– Followed by an “improvement” clause

69

Followed by an improvement  clause 
which recites what the applicant regards 
as his invention

• Referred to as a two-part claim in 
other parts of the world
– Most popular in Germany

In Re Fout

• Procedural Background
• Factual Background
• Issue:
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– Does an invention set forth in the 
preamble constitute “prior art” under 35 
USC 103?

In Re Fout

• “This court has recognized that 
section 102 is not the only source of 
section 103 prior art.  Valid prior art 
may be created by the admissions of

71

may be created by the admissions of 
the parties.  Nor is it disputed that 
certain art may be prior art to one 
inventive entity, but not to the public 
in general.”

In Re Fout
• Ruling

– Affirm Board’s holding of claims 1-20 
obvious under 35 USC 103.

• Holding

72

g
– “We hold that appellants’ admission that 

they had actual knowledge of the prior 
Pagliaro invention described in the 
preamble constitutes an admission that it 
is prior art to them.”

• Dicta

Grouping of Elements

73
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Markush Groups
• Common in Chemical Practice
• Claim a family of compounds by defining a 

structure common to all members of the 
family, along with one or more alternatives 

74

y g
selected from the set consisting of named 
chemical compounds.

• Example
– A compound of the formula OH-CH-R, where R 

is selected from the group consist of chlorine, 
bromine and iodine.

Definiteness

75

Datamize, LLC v. Plumtree Software, Inc.

• Invention
– “[S]oftware program that allows a person 

to author user interfaces for electronic 
kiosks.”

76

– The person has a limited range of pre-
defined design choices

– Claim describes that the interface 
screens are to be uniform and 
“aesthetically pleasing”

Datamize, LLC v. Plumtree Software, Inc.

• The district court held each claim of 
the patent invalid for indefiniteness 
under 35 U.S.C. 112 P 2.

• Issue on appeal is whether

77

• Issue on appeal is whether 
aesthetically pleasing is definite

Datamize, LLC v. Plumtree Software, Inc.

• “[T]he purpose of the definiteness 
requirement is to ensure that the 
claims delineate the scope of the 
invention using language that
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invention using language that 
adequately notifies the public of the 
patentee’s right to exclude”

Datamize, LLC v. Plumtree Software, Inc.

• Court’s analysis on aesthetically 
pleasing
– is completely dependent on a person’s 

subjective opinion

79

– some objective standard must be 
provided in order to allow the public to 
determine the scope of the claimed 
invention

– there are not good standards for 
aesthetics
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Software Patentability/Claim 
Drafting

80

What Software Is 
Patentable?

Client
Network

ServerA
P

A
P

Generic
Software System

81

Software Software

Data
base

Protocol
P
I

P
I

Monitor

Keyboard

Mouse

User
Interface

Claimable Aspects
• System as a Whole
• Individual System Components
• Methods implemented in software
• Computer-readable Media (CD-ROM, 

82

p ( ,
Floppy etc.)

• Data Structures
• API
• Protocol
• User Interface

System as a Whole
Example 1:

• A system comprising:
• a signal source; 
• an encoder to receive a video signal from 

the signal source and produce an encoded

83

the signal source and produce an encoded 
video signal by encoding the video signal 
with auxiliary data; and

• a broadcast source to receive the encoded 
video signal from the encoder and 
broadcast the encoded video signal to at 
least one receiver device.

System as a Whole
• Example 2:
• A system comprising:
• a receiver module to receive a video signal 

from a signal source;

84

• an encoder module to produce an encoded 
video signal by encoding the video signal with 
auxiliary data; and

• a broadcast module to broadcast the encoded 
video signal to at least one receiver device.

Individual System 
Components

• Example:
• A system comprising:
• a receiver module to receive a video signal 

from a signal source; and

85

from a signal source; and
• an encoder module to produce an encoded 

video signal by encoding the video signal 
with auxiliary data, the encoded video 
signal capable of being broadcast to at 
least one receiver device.
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Methods implemented in 
software

• Example:
• A method comprising:
• accessing a video signal;

86

• producing an encoded video signal by 
encoding the video signal with 
auxiliary data; and

• broadcasting the encoded video 
signal to at least one receiver device.

Computer-readable Media 
(CD-ROM, Floppy etc.)

• A non-transitory computer-readable 
medium comprising instructions, which 
when implemented by one or more 
processors perform the following 
operations:

87

operations:
• access a video signal;
• produce an encoded video signal by 

encoding the video signal with auxiliary 
data; and

• broadcast the encoded video signal to at 
least one receiver device.

Data Structures
• A computer readable medium comprising:
• a first field to receive a source identifier 

identifying a network location of a signal 
source of a video signal;

• a second field to receive a signal

88

a second field to receive a signal 
identification type identifying a video signal 
type of the video signal; and

• a third field to receive a modulation 
identification type identifying a modulation 
type for encoding the video signal of the 
video signal type.

API/Protocol Claims
• A set of application program interfaces 

embodied on a computer-readable medium for 
execution on a computer in conjunction with an 
application program comprising:

• a first interface to receive a video signal from a 

89

g
signal source;

• a second interface to receive a modulation type 
for the video signal; and

• a third interface to return an encoded video 
signal, the encoded video signal including the 
video signal modulated with auxiliary data in 
accordance with the modulation type.

User Interface
• A method to facilitate a search of a 

database utilizing a search criterion, the 
method including comprising:

• receiving a search criterion from a user; 

90

g
and

• presenting the user with an option to the 
user through a search interface to include 
and exclude the search criterion from a 
search query, the search query capable of 
being run against the database.

Claim Meaning
• Make sure that you understand how the 

claim will be understood to someone of 
skill in the art.

• Examiners will give claims their broadest 
possible interpretation

91

possible interpretation.
• Courts will interpret the claims in 

accordance with a Markman hearing: 
– “To ascertain the meaning of claims, we consider 

three sources: The claims, the specification, and 
the prosecution history. … Expert testimony, 
including evidence of how those skilled in the art 
would interpret the claims, may also be used.” 
Markman v. Westview Instruments, Inc.
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Literal Infringement
• Draft the claims so that an infringer 

will literally infringe the claims (as 
opposed to infringement under the 
doctrine of equivalents (DOE)).

• “To literally infringe an accused

92

• To literally infringe, an accused 
product or process must include each 
and every limitation of a claim.  
Therefore the omission of any 
limitation is fatal to literal 
infringement.” Markman v. Westview 
Instruments, Inc.

Ideas that are most adaptable 
to patent protection:

• Proprietor can clearly articulate what 
is novel about the idea or business

• Can be stated as a process or 
combination with 3 7 steps or

93

combination with 3-7 steps or 
elements

• Idea stands out from the crowd 
• If patent is obtainable, protection will 

be broad

Ideas that are least adaptable 
to patent protection:

• Proprietor doesn’t have a clear 
conception of what is new

• “Novelty” is diffuse -- e.g. its basis is a 
combination of a large number of

94

combination of a large number of 
features

• Even if patent is obtained it will be 
narrow

Randy Claim Drafting Style Notes

• How does Randy want his claims to 
be drafted?

95

Transitions
• Comprising
• Single use of the transition
• Colon

96

Comprising

• The transition should almost always 
be “comprising”; 
• Must have a compelling reason to deviate

97
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Single Use of the Transition
• The word “comprising” should only be used at the 

transition.  
• When reciting elements in other portions of the 

claim, use the word “including”.  
• In general do not otherwise use the term• In general, do not otherwise use the term 

“comprises” in the claim unless it is a system claim 
in which the hardware elements have 
subcomponents.

98

Colon
• A colon should generally only be used 

once in the claim—immediately after the 
transition.  

• However, a colon may be used in a system y y
claim in which the hardware elements have 
subcomponents.

99

Body

• Numbering of Elements
• Human-Performed Steps
• Human Receiver

100

Numbering of Elements
• The elements of the claim should not be 

numbered.  
– Numbering of the elements (especially for 

method claims) could cause someone 
i t ti th l i t t dinterpreting the claims to connote an order 
that otherwise would not be present.

• Do not put element numbers in parenthetical in 
claims.
– While required in some foreign countries, this could 

unduly limit the claims in the United States

101

Human-Performed Steps

• Human-performed steps should not 
be included in the claim

• Describe what happens on a 
technological basis in the claimtechnological basis in the claim 
– For example, if a product is placed in 

packaging, wouldn’t we a recording that 
the packaging shipped be recorded or 
transmitted?

102

Human Receiver

• Generally avoid characterizing a 
person’s involved with the claim—
especially with an independent claim

103
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Method Claims

• Action Steps
• Type of Recitation

104

Action Steps

• Include at least one action step in a 
method claim

• Concern with claims that only include 
“accessing” and “providing” stepsaccessing  and providing  steps

105

Type of Recitation

• Positive Recitation
• Negative Recitation

106

Claim Considerations for the 
Patent Drafting Attorney

• Who will infringe the claims as drafted?
• How will the claims be infringed as drafted?
• Will we be able to identify whether someone else 

infringes the claims?
I th k d t th l i ?• Is there an easy work around to the claims?

• Avoid “falling in love” with terms of art or coined 
terms for patentability

• Include support for crafting claims to combat 
design around efforts by third parties

• Analyze known competitors’ and other third party 
technology to draft claims that literally infringe

107

Program 

Completed

108

p
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